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you can use usb 3 and sata instead of the overpriced little sata port on the rpi4
and you have the ability to add 2 sata ports, 1 usb 3 and 1 usb 2 which would
be perfect for say a raspberry pi 4 and a usb 3, gigabit ethernet switch. the
rpi4 has 2 network interfaces, one gigabit ethernet and one wi-fi. the tp-link

archer c7 nano is a two-port gigabit ethernet switch for use with the rpi4. the
primary use case would be with a rpi4 server like this one or for powering a

few other rpis while giving the main rpi4 time to do its stuff. of course for the
really hardcore, there is the possibility to cross-compile the linux kernel for the
rpi4 using cross-compile tools but thats a ton of work and really not something
a casual diy tinkerer is going to want to do. i assume with the official firmware

and factory sd card images, the only thing you need to cross compile is a
source-compatible kernel, not a lot of time to really mess around with

debugging or cross-compilation tools. the next hurdle was the wi-fi driver itself.
being a consumer-facing implementation, the hal was relatively

straightforward. as the devkit itself is not, i had to modify a few files to get
everything working and then debug. i dont know why they even put this on the
system-on-chip in the first place. project zero had their own variations on the

r8, but a lot of what was necessary was in the devkit already. besides getting it
to boot on the r8, the other major hurdle was getting it to communicate to my
target device. the soc was designed to play nice with the rf24 stack, but even
they dont really make great boards, so to get the rf transceiver and the rest of

the bluetooth stack working, there was a bit of code hacking. i ended up
building a custom driver to talk to the rf24 transceiver, but again, using up a

bunch of bits i probably dont need. if you read this far and have some cash left
you can grab one of the devkits. if you have a target device, there's a lot of
hardware you can buy to make this work. and if youre getting into this stuff,

youll likely want to. :d
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